
TIME PRESENTATION

8:30 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

9:00 WELCOME TO COUNTRY

9:15 UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE WELCOME

9:25 OPENING REMARKS

9:45 JEANINE LEANE

10:30 JANE DAVIDSON/TRISNASARI FRASER

11:05 MORNING TEA

11:40 SERENA LOVE

12:15 JANE THOGERSEN

12:45 LUNCH

13:30 DAWN BESSARAB

14:05 ANDREW JAMIESON

14:40 SUE EMMETT/LYNNE REEDER

15:10 AFTERNOON TEA

15:45 ANNELIES VAN DE VEN

16:15 INTRODUCTION TO DAY TWO

16:30 CAMPBELL PRICE

- OUR STORY IN A BOX -

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE
MCMAHON BALL THEATRE 107, OLD ARTS THURSDAY SEPT 15



TIME VENUE PRESENTATION

8:30
OUTSIDE
FORUM

REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

9:00 FORUM INTRODUCTION TO WORKSHOPS

9:15 FORUM ANNELIES VAN DE VEN - TOMB IN A BOX

9:45 FORUM SHARYN VOLK - GOULBURN VALLEY IN A BOX

10:30
OUTSIDE
FORUM

MORNING TEA

11:00 FORUM HEBA ABD EL GAWAD - GEMS DUBAI IN A BOX

11:45 FORUM HEBA ABD EL GAWAD - EGYPT IN A BOX

12:30
OUTSIDE
FORUM

LUNCH

13:15
RESEARCH

LOUNGE
STORY IN A BOX WORKSHOP A

13:15
DIGITAL
STUDIO

STORY IN A BOX WORKSHOP B

15:00
RESEARCH

LOUNGE
WORKSHOPS REVIEW

15:45
RESEARCH

LOUNGE
CLOSING REMARKS

- OUR STORY IN A BOX -

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE 
AM: 
PM:  

FRIDAY SEPT 16
FORUM THEATRE 153,  ARTS WEST
ARTS WEST RESEARCH LOUNGE
 THE LAB DIGITAL STUDIO
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THEMATIC OVERVIEW

STORYTELLING

KEYNOTE:
 

Associate Professor Jeanine
Leane is currently working on the

research project ‘Indigenous
Storytelling and the Living Archive

of Aboriginal Knowledge’ which
examines the interconnectedness
and relational knowledge systems
of Indigenous peoples. The project
team will explore the potential of

Indigenous Storytelling, which
supports the interconnection of
everything, and will develop an
archiving system which aims to
better reflect Aboriginal cultural

and historical perspectives in
galleries, libraries, archives and

museums. In her own poetry, and
in her involvement in this research
project, Jeanine demonstrates the

power of storytelling.  

Dr Annelies Van De Ven will present
her project "Artefact Itineraries"

which focuses on the ability of the
collections and archives of Fernand

Mayence to explore how archaeology
entangles economic, cultural and
political developments. She will
specifically be focusing on how

historical archives can be seen as
repositories of storytelling which are

able to engage those who are
exposed to them as they

simultaneously develop empathy in
an educational context.

 

Storytelling as a means of traditional
knowledge and cultural transmission
between generations is a distinctive
practice where information is shared
in spoken word and song. Yarning, an
Australian indigenous cultural form of

conversation, is now accepted as a
research methodology which

acknowledges and respects culturally
appropriate processes to safely

engage with indigenous people in
research interviews. Projects

undertaken at universities in Western
Australia, especially in the health care

sectors, epitomise this approach.
Professor Dawn Bessarab will

consider the concept of yarning and
explore the potential of storytelling as

a multi-disciplinary research
methodology.
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THEMATIC OVERVIEW

OBJECT-INSPIRED LEARNING

 

When the Chau Chak Wing
Museum opened at the University

of Sydney in November 2020 it
became home to the largest
collection of antiquities in the

southern hemisphere, some of
Australia’s most significant natural

history objects, and an art
collection comprising more than
8,000 works. Jane Thogersen
engages with academics across
disciplines to ensure items from

these collections are embedded in
study units, engagement programs

and research projects to create
bespoke learning experiences and

assessment tasks. In this
presentation Jane will present a
case study which epitomises the
multi-dimensional potential of

object-inspired learning.
 

The structures that people build and
the objects they create can be seen as
windows into both present and past

and reflections of identity and
meaning, whilst storytelling in all forms

demonstrates a formidable ability to
evoke profound understanding. When

examined through the dual
anthropological archaeological lens
this triumvirate demonstrates the

potential for deeper insights. In this
presentation Dr Serena Love will
share fieldwork experiences which

demonstrate this multiplicity of
knowledge layers and what the

buildings and objects reveal about
their relationship with each other and

with their creators. 

Object-inspired learning involves
active engagement with authentic or
replica material objects such as an
artwork, archaeological artefact, a
manuscript, rare book or archival

document. Objects demonstrate the
capacity to engage, inspire, inform,

fascinate and motivate learners at all
stages of their education. Their use in
the classroom grows observational,

analytical and interpretative skills and
increases knowledge retention. As a
pioneer of object-inspired learning

classes at The University of Melbourne
(UoM) Assoc Prof Andrew Jamieson’s
presentation will consider the history
of the pedagogy at UoM and its future

in a rising virtual learning age.
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THEMATIC OVERVIEW

EMPATHY

 
As the curator of an institutional
collection of ancient objects how
would you react to a request to

install an authentic ancient
artefact in a display case on a
primary or secondary school
campus? This is exactly what

Manchester Museum’s Shabtis in
Schools program does. In this

presentation Dr Campbell Price
will present an overview of this

award-winning schools
engagement initiative as an
exemplar of object-inspired

learning and consider the success
of the 'Shabtis: Suspended Truth'

installation at Manchester
Museum as demonstration of the
capacity of object-reinterpretation
to provoke dialogue considering

contentious social questions. 

Professor Jane Davidson and
Trisnasari Fraser from The University
of Melbourne Faculty of Fine Arts and

Music are working on the project
‘Social cohesion and resilience through

intercultural music engagement’.
Music is increasingly recognised as a

stimulus for wellbeing and
interpersonal connection and as an

extension of this recognition the
project team are seeking to identify
practical ways in which intercultural

music engagement can facilitate social
cohesion and intercultural empathy.

This presentation will provide an
overview of the project including the

research strategies providing the
framework for this important work. 

Think Equal is a global initiative based
on delivery of an early childhood

education narrative based program
which teaches social and emotional
learning within a context of social

justice. In 2019 researchers at
Federation University partnered with
Yale University to determine changes

in children's social and emotional
behaviour following participation in a
Think Equal randomised control trial.

Teachers involved in this trial observed
changes in children’s empathy. Dr Sue

Emmett and Dr Lynne Reeder will
present an overview of the program

including an explanation of how
changes in empathy are measured.
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FREE
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AND
WORKSHOP

PRESENTATIONS FROM
LEADERS IN  THE  F IELD ON

SITE  AND ONLINE

WORKSHOPS FOCUSING ON
 GROWING CROSS-CULTURAL

EMPATHY THROUGH
STORYTELL ING AND 
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